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Le serviteur of several masters 
1. Tenor settings 
In the last decades of the fifteenth centwy there was a !arge tradition of works built on a complete borrowed 
voice. The composer simply took, say, the tenor of «De tous biens plaine», and created a new piece around it. 1 
Here the aesthetic issues look clear. Even for a marginal appreciation of the music, the listener must know that 
the piece is built on a borrowed melody (a more informed listener may of course react to the new music in rela-
tion to the original song, but that is only secondary). In almost all such cases the borrowed material is very weil 
known. Thus the earliest polyphonic song to generate this kind of borrowing is «O rosa bella», probably by 
John Bedyngham and one of the most widely distributed works of the 1440s. Two of the largest such traditions 
are based on Hayne van Ghizeghem's «De tous biens plaine» and Ockeghem's «D'ung aultre amern, also 
among the most widely distributed songs of their generation. Little-known chansons were almost never used. So 
there was no subterfuge; and, für more important, it is almost axiomatic that the composer assurned that the 
listener would recognize the original on which it was based. Normally it carried the same title, just in case 
anybody should miss the reference. 
Why this genre was so popular is a more open question, though the answers are perhaps important. Essen-
tially I would argue that the composer was just doing what so many other composers have always done - tak-
ing part in a tradition that ex isted. Presurnably the tradition grew out of the much older habit of basing works on 
a borrowed plainchant, a technique that stands at the root of Western polyphony as we have it. But it is worth 
stressing that elements ofemulation or even homage are very much secondary here. Any composer needs some-
where to start. Fora song he generally begins, very conveniently, with a text; for a more abstract piece he must 
look for something eise. The borrowing of some other melody was a time-honoured way of starting. 
So I would defend the view that a piece is relatively innocent until proven guilty - that is, that there are 
many cases where the relationship between two pieces goes back to a fundamental need of every composer: how 
to start. I would also submit that there is no real significance in their choice of «D'ung aultre amern rather than 
«De tous biens plaine», for example, just as there is no apparent musical reason why nobody bothered to make 
arrangements of another of 1-layne van Ghizeghem 's most widely-distributed works, «Amours amours». 
Excursus. Both Higgins and Rankin took serious issue with my Statement that «a piece is relatively innocent 
until proven guilty». In particular Higgins noted that the main message given us by Kristeva and Barthes is 
precisely that all texts are gui lty, to which she added «until proven innocent». The obvious retort was «And 
how, pray, do you prove a !ext innocent?» 
This is not a frivolous question. With the point once made that no work exists without a context, that the 
simples! statement is riddled with references - conscious, half-conscious or unconscious - it remains true thal 
just criticism needs to try to sort out some of the various levels. An equalization of all statements (musical, ver-
bal or whatever) has its philosophical value; but the chief di fficulty with the study of medieval music today i s 
!hat we have still not got round to serious value-judgments. In that respect the literary critics live in a different 
world, inheriting judgments !hat seem to go back centuries - judgments that have made the work of the French 
theorisls and their followers necessary in a way that they are absolutely not for medieval music. 
Higgins then offered a counter-suggestion that «All texts are guilty, but some are more guilty than others». 
At Freiburg I accepted this. On further reflection, l think we should perhaps be talking more in terms of the no-
tion of <Original Sin> - common to all humanity, and something tobe recognized in considering anybody, but 
not in any sense tantamount to criminal guilt. Thal is to say that the important issue is to investigate not the 
degree of guilt but its nature. We hear all music through the network of what wc have alrcady experienced (as 
did the original listeners). But in the cases I have mentioned one particular detail is absolutely necessary for 
even the most superficial understanding. Anything more - whether the work's relationship to the original 
song, its context within the broader tradition of tenor-settings, or whatever eise - is of considerably lesser im-
portance. My point was to stress the differcnce. 
The best gu ,de to thcse traditions 1s still in the cataloguc that forms an appendix to Howard Mayer Brown, Mus1c in the French Sec11/ar 
Theater. 1400-1550, Cambridge MA 1963, pp. 183-282, it should be noted, though, that his catalogue was compiled with an entirely 
different purpose in mmd, namcly to try 10 1dentify the songs alluded to in French plays . Perhaps the largest collecllon of thesc tenor 
settmgs is thal found m Petrucc,'s Canll C [RISM 1504/3]. bul there are many found m earlier sources gomg back at least to 1480 
Apart from «De tous biens plame» and «D' ung aultrt amern, the tcnors used most ofien includc Walter Frye' s «Taut a par moy», 
Binchois ' «Commc femme desconfonee» and the anonymous «J'ay pris arnours a ma devise» 
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2. The Tenor Mass 
By contrast it seems that there is a major significance in the decision to base a Mass cycle on a particular 
melody and that there is a question here that needs confronting, though it has not been asked seriously since the 
last century. Briefly, it is in fact decidedly strange that composers should have based Mass cycles on secular 
songs. Some ofthem have texts that could easily be transferred to apply to the Virgin Mary. (Again «De tous 
biens plaine» can serve as an example: it happens to have generated very few Mass cycles, though Loyset 
Compere's Marian motet «Omnium bonorum plena» begins by simply translating its opening words into 
Latin; and the entire love-poem is of a chastity that would make it entirely appropriate to the Virgin Mary.) But 
there are serious questions to be asked when a Mass cycle is based on «Se tu t'en marias» or «La belle se siet>> 
- neither ofthem actively dirty, but neither conceivably appropriate to divine worship.2 
Here questions of intertextuality and reception-aesthetics gain a central importance: there is no extrinsic need 
to take such a song, no obvious reason why that tenor should be taken rather than any other, no real difficulty in 
composing an entirely new and abstract tenor that could equally weil serve as the basis of a Mass cycle. 
Strangely there seems to be no case among fifteenth-century Mass cycles of a newly composed cantus firmus 
tenor. Several, to be sure, have not been identified, but none offer.; any reason to suspect that it was specially 
composed exceptjust conceivably that ofObrecht's Missa Grecorum. On the other hand, there are plenty of <sine 
nomine> Mass cycles that seem tobe freely composed. 
Moreover, as another significant difference from the tenor settings mentioned earlier, a cantus-firmus Mass is 
quite often based on the tenor of a relatively little-known song. 
3. Intertext of words aod of music 
Those reflections lead to a central issue in talking of Musik als Text in the song repertory of the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries. Sometimes borrowed music carries with it a direct reference to its poetic text, but often the 
reference is purely musical. There is a danger in transferring the term <intertextualite> directly to music, particu-
larly music that is itself based on text. (This kind of danger is obviously present whenever the techniques of 
literary theory are applied to the entirely different dimension of music.) The examples discussed by Arlt are 
plainly references to further text as weil as to music. 1 suggest that in the secular tenor settings I have mentioned 
the reference is purely musical. In the case ofthe Mass cycles it is much harder to say; and it seems agreed that 
the long series of «L'homme arme» Masses are all somehow connected with a crusading idea, though there is 
room for contesting that agreement. 
4. The choice of the tenor line 
There is a further issue here (which I evaded earlier), namely that it is most often the tenor line that is borrowed 
in a Mass or a polyphonic resetting. In most cases the tenor is hardly likely to be the voice most readily recog-
nized by a listener who only knew the polyphonic song; it will be recognized only by the listener who knows 
other settings of the same tenor. 
Twenty years ago, when cantus firmus Masses were often performed with an instrument (perhaps a sackbut) 
playing the tenor line, it was easy enough to recognize instantly that a Mass was built on, for example, 
«L'homme arme» (which is in any case a monophonic song). Now that many people believe these pieces to 
have been essentially vocal the situation is much more delicate. In several Mass cycles the tenor becomes gradu-
ally more prominent as the work progresses; and in some cases the discantus of the chanson is introduced in the 
top voice for the last movement. 3 But in general the recognition ofthe tenor is a matter of seeing it in the score; 
after all, in the fifteenth century the tenor and contratenor lines are normally in the same range, constantly over-
lapping and thus hard to distinguish in a purely vocal performance. 
That points to a conclusion that is already clear from studies of the later medieval motet: that many details of 
a work's ingenuity, invention and resonance are effectively perceptible only from the written music. To see it as 
just a set or instructions for performance is as wrong for this music as it is for some twentieth-century music. lt 
would be more to the point to say that for the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the written music is the work it-
self, the performance a mere audible representation of it; that the written document contains many vital aspects of 
the work's cultural resonance. (To some extent this is true of all written music; but it is particularly and cen-
trally true ofthat generation.) That, incidentally, is part of the reason why modern transcriptions of early music 
2 The four-vo,ce Mass «Se tu t'en manas», taking its tenor from the tenor of the famous Binchois song «Files a mariern, is in 1-TRmn 88, 
fols. 77v-84. The earhest known Mass «La belle se siet>> ,s m 1-TRmn 90, fols. 447v-57v - now published in Marco Gozzi, II 
manoscntto Trento Museo Provmc,ale d'Arte, cod. /377 (Tr 90) con un 'analisi de/ repertono non derivato da Tr 93, Cremona 1992, 
vol2, pp. 27-51 , there are later Masscs on the mclody by Ockeghem (now lost}, Ghisclin and De Orto. lt is still to be clarified whether 
the song «L ' arni Baudichon», used in a Mass by Josquin, is obscene, though 11 ,s dcscnbed as thoroughly vulgar in Barthtlemy Aneau, 
Qumt,/ Horatien, Lyon 1550. 
3 For example m Josqum's Masses «Faysant regretz» and «Malheur me or Obrecht's Masses «Fortuna desperata» and «Malheur 
me bat>,. 
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may have retarded our perception ofsome ofits values, why the recent growth offacsimile editions is much tobe 
welcomed. 
5. Le serviteur 
Some sense of the variety of <intertextualites> in fifteenth-century song can be seen from the diaspora of one of 
Dufay's most influential songs, «Le serviteur hault guerdonne», composed probably just before 1450 (ex. 1).4 
This provided the springboard for an unusually !arge number of other pieces.5 Some are apparently textless secu-
lar works, all based on Dufay's discantus, and l take these tobe not so much examples of intertext as part of that 
!arger tradition of en emble fantasies. There is also a fragmentary piece, quoted by Tinctoris, that borrows just 
Dufay's contratenor.6 Others are mass cycles, all based on its tenor - and again the song text is one unsuited to 
Christian devotion. lt reads as follows: 
Le serviteur hault guerdonne, 
Assouvi et bien fortune, 
L'eslite des heureux de France 
Me treuve par la pourveance 
O' un tout seul mot bien ordonne. 
II me semble au prime estre ne; 
Car aprez dueil desordonne 
Suis fait par nouvelle alliance 
Le serviteur hault guerdonne, 
Assouvi et bien fortune, 
L' eslite des heureux de France. 
J 'estoye I 'homrne habandonne 
Et le dolent infortune, 
Alors que vostre bienvouliance 
Veult confermer mon esperance, 
Quant ce beau mot mc fut donne: 
Le serviteur hault guerdonne, 
Assouvi et bien fortune , 
L' eslite des heureux de France 
Me treuvc par la pourveance 
O' un tout scul mot bien ordonne. 
For the present purposes I wish to draw attention to just seven particularly fascinating examples. 
On the very simplest level there is the resetting of the discantus with two further voices in the same range by 
Puyllois.7 This alludes to yet another tradition, that ofworks for three equal voices, relatively rare in the fifteenth 
century. But the essence of the piece is just that Dufay's melody is put into a different harmonic context. The 
fifteenth century was a time when composers were becoming increasingly interested in harmony for its own sake, 
harrnony as an independent component ofmusic. 
Rather less simple is the case of one ofthe earliest mass cycles built on the tenor of «Le serviteur».8 Here the 
rhythms o, the tenor are changed and the melody is decorated (thus effectively disguised), so it was only recently 
that the work's origin was recognized. Once recognized, however, there is a further clue to the relationship be-
tween Mass and chanson, namely the unusual tonality, Dorian mode twice-transposed, that is, with a staff-signa-
ture of two flats and a final on C. 
That detail is a clue to a substantial group of songs that take their lead from «Le serviteur hault guerdonne». 
To begin with a simple case, there is the rondeau «Le serviteur infortune». lts first line declares the reference, in 
fact making it clear that the poem is a straightforward <response> of a kind often found in early French poetry, re-
versing the mood of the original poem; and its last stanza opens with the line «Par ung seul mot bien or-
donne»9, which quotes from the final line ofDufay's first stanza. While the text is in an entirely different mood, 
however, the music is so closely modelled on Dufay that it seems almost paradoxical to have this unhappy but 
steadfast poem set to music of such optimism; I have elsewhere argued that many of these closer parodies in fif-
teenth-century song are purely musical matters in which the text and its meaning takes a second place'0 (and in 
4 Printed here after Guillelmi Dufay opera omnia (CMM, ser. 1), vol VI, Cantiones, 1964, ed. by Heinrich Besseler, rev. David Fallows, 
Neuhausen 1995, no. 92. Besscler doubted that the song was by Oufay. 1 believe his doubts entirely misplaced. My reasons for 
believing it authentic are outlined in the commentary to that revision : David Fallows, The Songs of Guillaume Dufay: Critical 
Commentary 10 the Revision o/Corpus Mens11rab1/rs Musicae, ser. 1, vol. 6 (Musico/ogica/ Studies & Documents, scr. 47), Neuhausen 
1995. 
These were first explored by Franz Schegar in the preface to Sechs Trienter Codices ... 3. Auswahl (Denkmäler der Tonkunst in 
Österreich, Jg. XJX/1 , Bd . 38), Vienna 1912, sec particularly pp. XIV-XXII. 
6 Tinctoris, Proportionale (ca.1473-4), Book 3, chapter 4, edited in Albert Seay, Johannes Tmctoris: Theoretica/ Works , vol . lla (CSM, 
ser. 22, vol. lla), 1978, p. 52 . 
7 Published in Martha Kight Hanen, The Chansonnier Escorral /V.a.24, llenryville, Ottawa and Binningen 1983 (Mus1colog1cal 
Studies 36), no. 68 ; Peter Gülke publishes it as a two-voice piece without Oufay's discantus line (Johannes Pul/o,s opera omnia [CMM, 
ser. 41], 1967, p. 45). 
8 J-TRmn 89, fols. 153v-160; there is no modern edition, and tlle work was first identified as being based on «Le serviteurn in Louis E. 
Gottlieb, The Cyclic Masses o/Trenl Codex 89, Ph 0 . tllesis, University ofCalifomia at Berkeley 1958. There has been no response to 
Gottlieb's suggestion that the mass may be by Ockeghem. 
9 The only published edition of the text, that in lsabel Pope and Masakata Kanazawa, The Musical Manuscrrpl Montecassino 871 , 
Oxford 1978, no. 87 in fact reconstructs this line as «Car ung seul mot bien ordonne». Thal lirst letter is missing in thc singlc manuscript 
to contain the füll text (Pavia); my reading makes more sense in its own terms but, more important, derives its main support from the 
rclationship between this poem and the one sei by Oufay. 
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Example 1: «Le serv,teur hault guerdonne 
th is respect it differs signi ficantly from the cases to be considered fu rther below). Here is its text: 
Le serviteur infortune 
Me Lrouve et taut habandonne, 
Exent de ma doulce sperance 
Et de I 'amoureuse aJ iance 
Ou souloye estre fortu ne. 
[M]a Fortune ha taut destoume 
Et du hault siegle m'a toume 
Par douleureuse mesch[e]ance. 
Le serviteur infortune 
Me Lrouve et taut habandonne, 
Exent de ma doulce sperance 
[P]ar ung seul mot bien ordonne, 
Qu'amours m'avoit piessa donne 
Par sa benigne pourveance, 
M'a tourne en des[es]perance 
Etstabi li pauvre guerdonne. 
[Le serviteur etc,] 
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Similarly the music is plainly modelled on Dufay. lt is in doubled note-values (as, incidentally, was the 
Puylloys setting); and it does not adhere strictly to Dufay's triple-time. But many of the outlines are the same 
and the cadences all fall on the same pitches; moreover it uses the same tonality with two-flat staff signature and 
a final on C. Again part ofthe fascination seems here to have been with harmonizations: this particular discantus 
appears with three rather different sets of lower voices. (The opening is in ex. 2, with the contratenors from three 
different sources ). 11 
. -. -
Discantus V . 1 1 1 









Example 2: opening of «Le serv1teur mfortune» 
Another song, unique to the Pavia chansonnier, similarly declares its relationship to Dufay by having its first 
two lines taken from Dufay's first stanza: «Par ung seul mot bien ordonne/ Je suis le plus heureux de France» 12; 
and it further declares its ancestry by having that same tonality. Here the music seems at first glance rather differ-
ent, with a different set of cadential pitches and with an upbeat opening. A closer look shows that there is in ract 
a !arge body ofmaterial in common between «Par ung seul mot» and «Le serviteurn. Apart from the signpost 
offered by the opening lines of its poem, this is a far more distant and subtle echo of the model, though the rela-
tionship, once noticed, is undeniable. 
11 Edited complete in l lanen, The Chansonnier Escorial, no. 95, and lsabel Pope and Masakata Kanazawa, The Musical Manuscript 
Montecassmo 871, Oxford 1978, no. 87. The musical example offered in ex . 2 1s a conllation, ofcourse, making what may seem rough 
and ready decisions in the light of considerable corruption in mosl of lhe sources. The discantus and tenor are common to all sources. 
The first contratenor is that in Escß (E-E IV.a.24, fols . 109v-l 10) and includes also lhe version of lhe tenor lhal appears in smaller 
notes, a version rather less close to Dufay's original; lhe second contratenor is from MC (/-MC 871, p. 346), Pav (l-PAVu 362, 
fols. 58v-59) and Sched (D-Mbs cod.germ.mon. 810, fols 123v-125); the third contratenor is from Aug (D-As, 4o Cod.mus . 25, fol . 12) 
and Spec (CS-HK II A 7, pp. 426-7) 
12 l-PAV11362, fols. 45v-46. 
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The same can be said ofthree further pieces. Two are anonymous: «Ay je tort se je souspire»'3, and «Pour 
avenir a mon atainte» (see below); the other is Barbingant's «Esperant que mon bien vendra» (see below). None 
ofthese offers any hint ofthe relationship in its text; and in the first two of those cases the initial clue, to me, 
was in the two-flat staff-signature with a C final. But all three share the same voice ranges as «Le serviteur hault 
guerdonne»; two of them have the same sequence of cadence pitches; and all use distinctive melodic and har-
monic material from it. Two ofthese merit further exploration. 
Excursus. Higgins drew my attention to various other songs with a final on C and a staff-signature of two flats. 
Perhaps the most famous of these is Vincenet's rondeau «Fortune par ta cruaulte». 14 There are indeed certain 
melodic and even contrapuntal similarities between thi s and Dufay's «Le serviteur». The crucial difference in 
«Fortune» and other such songs lies in their voice ranges, with the discantus in the authentic range, the tenor 
in the plagal, and the contratenor [bassus] again in the authentic; the pieces discussed here all have their 
discantus in the plagal range with the contratenor and tenor in the authentic, like «Le serviteurn. Along with 
that difference comes a whole range of different melodic formations in all three voices, even though there are also 
certain materials in common. Rankin noted that the similarities between these pieces all go back to modal 
characteristics; but those are not the melodic types of 2nd-mode chant. We are dealing here with something 
slightly more subtle: the fact that composers have always tended to borrow - whether consciously or not -
from other pieces with a particularly distinctive tonal characterization (one thinks first of G minor in the late 
eighteenth century). Thal consideration is of course central to the history of modal characteristics. In other 
words, features of tonality/modality are inextricably intertwined with the history of pieces that have material in 
common with «Le serviteurn; and that is why the notion of intertextual reference is unusually helpful in treat-
ing these songs. 
What is doubly intriguing here - and I do not feel sufficiently advanced to consider its implications, even 
though it is of some importance to my theme - is that every single example known to me from those years of th i s 
tonality with plagal/authentic/authentic ranges appears to be directly related to «Le serviteur» . The songs in 
that tonality but with a discantus in authentic range do indeed share certain features with one another and with 
the group related to «Le serviteurn; but in all such cases the relationship is rather more general. 
6. Pour avenir a mon atainte 
«Pour avenir a mon atainte» (ex. 3) is an intriguing case. lt has the same voice-ranges, same <tonality>, same 
cadence points, same melodic peaks (especially towards the end), similar materials (especially the close 
<G-minor-triad> irnitation after the mid-point), the same increase in complexity for the last phrase. Briefly, a rela-
tionship of some kind is undeniable. 
On the other hand there is no apparent relationship between the texts of the two songs. By contrast with 
Dufay's poem of amourous euphoria, this is a record of courtly deception. And it is fascinating to see how a fuw 
differences in the rhythmic detail and the phrase structure can change the character of the music to become 
eminently suitable for this quite different text. 
Pour avcnir a mon atainte 
Lesscr me fault semblans ouvers 
Pour tenir tous termes couvers 
Et user de maniere famte . 
Parfoiz a l'emblee a grant crainte 
Je jette bien l'euil a travers: 
Pour avenir a mon atainte 
Lesser me fault semblans ouvers. 
Trouver petitc fasson mainte 
Me fault et mains moyens divers 
En fa1sant souvent le revers 
De mon veuil par droite contrainte. 
Pour avenir (etc) 
Moreover one could at least float the idea that «Pour avenirn is in fact an earlier song than «Le serviteurn. lt 
appears in no sources datable before the 1460s "; but it has the kind of phrase and melodic structure characteristic 
of songs around 1440. At the very least, it is impossible to assert confidently that it was composed later than 
«Le serviteurn. lt is too easy to assume that «Le serviteurn is the root of the tradition, appearing in far more 
sources, with its own enormous !ist of tenor and discantus settings (including Masses and motets), and as a 
work ofDufay. 
13 Edited in Hanen, The Chansonnier Escorial, no. 8. 
14 Of its many editions, the most recent is in Chansonnier de Jean de Montchenu, Paris 1991 , no. 27. 
15 F-Pn Rts. Vmc. ms. 57 (Chansonnier N,velle de /a Chaussee), fols. 23v-24, and 1-PAVu 362, fols. 37v-38; it also appears in the rather 
later /-Fr 2356, fols . 83v-84, probably from the 1480s. The song is unpublished, though there is a good transcription in the doctoral 
thcs,s ofHenr,etta Schavran, The Manuscript Pavia, Bibl,oteca Umversllaria, Codice Aldini 362, New York University 1978, vol. 2, 
p. 86 In this and thc ncxt example I have not underlaid the tcxt, parlly because the underlay of the sources is in any case very 
approximate and partly because the pomt I wish to make it primarily a musical one. 
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Example 3: «Pour avenir» 
So is there a possibility that «Pour avenir» is in fact the root of a tradition but that the tradition took off 
only when Dufay built a song on those materials? The case of «Susanne un journ comes to mind . 16 Briefly, the 
possibility does indeed exist. 
Can that possibility be explored? This is harder, since at every turn there are soggy data, most particularly 
questions related to judging a work's date from its style and sources. And it draws attention to the difficulties 
attendant on words like <emulatiom, <allusiom, <model> and <influence>. Far more prudent merely to state that 
there is an extremely strong relationship between the two pieces, that they use directly and (I would assert) con-
sciously related materials. 
16 This is famously explored in the class,c article by Kenneth Jay Levy, «<Susanne unjoun : the History of a 16th Century Chanson», in-
Annales m11sicologiq11es 1 (1953), pp. 375-408. Levy shows timt the true origin of the tradition is m a song by the obscure composer 
Didier Lupi Second ( 1548), though il was surely the first settmg by Lassus (1560) that started the main tradition. 
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Example 4: «Esperanl>> 
Still , the very nature of that relationship forces the critic to enquire further. At this point, I wou ld note that 
«Pour avenir» contains a very large number of details absolutely characteristic of Dufay' s style in the late 1430s; 
note how the various voices at each main cadence have different note-lengths, how the counterpoint in the lower 
voices at bars 5-7 so strongly recalls that of Dufay's hymn settings (also bars I 9-22, not to mention again the 
final cadence), how the subtle rhythmic changes (e.g. bars 8-10) recall his best work. I am very strongly tempted 
to suggest that Dufay could himselfbe the composer and that he reworked his materials later to create «Le ser-
viteur». But that is not an easy position to argue; it may be more logical to suggest that this was indeed a later 
and younger composer, using «Le serviteur» as a template for the new song, at the same time aping other fea-
tures of Dufay ' s style. 
David Fallows, Le serviteur of several masters 345 
7. Esperant 
The case of Barbingant's «Esperant que mon bien vendra» (ex. 4) presents other difficulties, not least that it 
does not have a staff-signature of two flats in either of its known sources. 17 Nor does its poem contain any ap-
parent reference to «Le serviteurn, either in its vocabulary or in its subdued but steadfast mood. And it is again 
fascinating to see how the music seems rather closer to the phrasing of «Le serviteur» tban did «Par avenir». 
But the musical lines reflect the poem's sadness; and they contrast with «Le serviteur»'s quietjoy. 
Esperant que mon bien vendra 
Apres ma tres dure soufferte, 
Leal seray pour quelque perle 
Ne meschef qui m'en advendra. 
Or adviegne ce qu ' il vot1ldra. 
J'atends ma lealle deserte 
Esperant que mon bien vendra 
Apres ma tres dure soufferte . 
Jene scays comme il m'en prendra, 
Mais puis que j ' ay ma foy offerte 
Sans nulle faintise couverte 
Mon parfait veuil se maintendra 
Esperant que mon bien vendra 
Apres ma tres dure soufferte. 
Leal seray pour quelque perle 
Ne meschef qui m'en advendra. 
Obviously what strikes the ear first in the context of «Le serviteur» is the G-triad imitation afl:er the mid-point 
cadence, that is, at bars 15-16, and the rise to the high C in the discantus just before the end, then falling to a 
low C cadence. Next to attract attention is the passage of E-flat to E over a C/G line in the contratenor in bars 
19-20 (reflecting «Le serviteur» bars 24-27). And it is only in the light of those details that it becomes permis-
sible to note ways in which the opening passage also reflects «Le serviteur», namely: the same opening chord; 
the contratenor moving C, F, C, G; the discantus moving from G down to D. 
So what ofthe staffsignatures? Here we are hindered by having only two sources for «Esperant»: Nivelle and 
Dijon. Both have a signature of a single flat; and even that is lacking in the Dijon discantus, the Nivelle con-
tratenor and the last line (from bar 27) of the Dijon contratenor. I would suggest, however, that they are both 
wrong and that the correct signature would be two flats in all three voices. The reasons for thinking that go back 
to the nature ofthe sources concerned. Both are in their writing ofstaff-signatures often approximate-at least in 
terms oftoday's understanding ofthe conventions (an understanding that perhaps requires substantial further re-
finement). Taking the case of «Le serviteur», it is relevant that it is only the existence of fourteen sources that 
makes us so confident that it has two flats in all voices. Dijon gives «Le serviteur» only one flat in each voice 
Uust like «Esperant»); so do several other sources; and the Seville chansonnier has but a single flat, only in the 
discantus iine. 18 I would therefore urge that there is a very good case for thinking that the <correct> staff-signature 
for «Esperant»- again seeing it in terrns only of our present understanding ofthe subject - would be two flats 
in each voice. And part of the reason for that suggestion is precisely the <intertextuah relationship between 
«Esperant»and the «Le serviteur» group ofpieces. 
In the accompanying transcription (essentially from Nivelle) I have edited it according to that principle. But 
my central point here is that this kind of exploration has its direct consequences in opening the way to an edi-
tion that is entirely different from what a more literal transcription provides. 
There would of course be other ways of reaching the same conclusion. But seeing the similarities in terrns of 
an intertextual relationship (as opposed to modelling, emulation, etc) is perhaps tbe most direct route. lt does 
not even require us to take any position on whether the composer of «Esperant» actually knew of «Le serviteur 
hault guerdonne». (lt would in fact be easier to argue that the piece he knew, if any, was «Le serviteur infor-
tune».) 
8. Some conclusions 
Obviously there is a wide range of reference pattems here, even ignoring the many other forms of citation that l 
have not mentioned. The song repertory ofthe fifteenth century was unusually rich in references to earlier songs 
and in its further impact on the early evolving cyclic Mass (hence my earlier insistence on the Masses, even 
though they are beyond the remit of our specific discussion). lt has long been clear that those different kinds of 
citation, allusion and modelling all have slightly different implications and need a für more sharply focused vo-
cabulary than has been available so far. We have here, in short, an extraordinarily fertile topic of investigation, 
one that resists easy generalizations and demands considerable delicacy from the historian or analyst. 
(University ofManchester) 
17 F-Pn Res. Vmc. ms. 57 (Chansonnier Nivel/e de /a Chaussee), fols . 68v-69, and F-Dm 517, fols . 97v-98. lt is published (from Dijon) in 
Jacobus Barbireau: opera omma, vol. 2, 1957 (CMM, ser.7), ed. by Bernhard Meier, p. 10. Ex. 4 is edited from Nivelle, ,vith two 
emendations of contrapuntal cruces that are common to both sources : Contratenor, bar 10, third note e·t seq. read dotted quarter F, 
eighth G, quarter E (emended on the hypothesis of blackened notes misread as void with the E changed to compensate); Tenor, bar 12, 
ends witl1 quarters G A. 
18 Formerly in the ßiblioteca Colombina, Seville, now F-Pn nouv acq.fr. 4379, fol s. 25v-26. 
